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Percolation network in a smooth artificial potential
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A percolation network of the edge states in an artificial potential of a gate-controlled antidot lattice has been
studied in a high magnetic field. The longitudinal resistance of the antidot lattice shows a boxlike behavior in
certain ranges of the magnetic field, because of the reflection of the topmost edge state by the saddle potential
between two antidots. The riser between zero and quantized resistance shows a temperature dependence due to
the broadening of the percolation transition by inelastic scattering. The shift of the transition point in magnetic
field with the temperature is found to originate from the mixing between Landau levels due to the inelastic
scattering. It allows us to separate the exponent of the scattering mechanism and the critical exponent in the
localization-delocalization transition.@S0163-1829~98!00232-X#
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INTRODUCTION

The nonzero longitudinal resistance in the quantum H
regime is currently understood in terms of percolati
through the two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG! along the
contours of the disordered potential. In a network mode
the electron trajectories, one-dimensional transmission l
are connected by saddle points, where scattering or tunne
between the lines can occur.1 If the electron energyE is
larger than the saddle-point potentialEc , the electron is
transmitted past the potential hill, whereas ifE,Ec the tra-
jectories are repelled by the saddle point, and electrons m
around the potential valley. However, forE5Ec tunneling
processes must be taken into account, as electrons can
between different transmission lines. At this energy, it is p
sible for the electrons to percolate through the sample, le
ing to the finite resistivity risers in the transition regio
between different quantum Hall plateaus. In other wor
close toEc there exists a narrow ‘‘tunneling’’ band of widt
D t5G( l /l)2, whereG is the width of the Landau level,l is
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~8!/4636~8!/$15.00
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the magnetic length, andl is a correlation length of a ran
dom potential. Within this band quantum tunneling effec
must be taken into account. In this case the localizat
lengthj loc diverges asuE2Ecu2g, whereg5 7

3 .2 Outside this
band (uE2Ecu.D t) the quantum effects play no role, an
percolation becomes classical. In this case the electron s
ters between transmission lines, which form the percolat
cluster with a characteristic lengthjp . The size of the per-
colation cluster diverges according to the universal lawjp
;(E2Ec)

24/3.2,3 In the quantum regime the interference b
tween electron waves is responsible for the localization
brings an energy scaleDc into the problem, within which the
localization can be considered in terms of the phase-brea
length. A scaling analysis of the diffusive transport4 shows
that the transition between localized-delocalized states is
termined by the condition

I in;j loc~Dc!, ~1!

whereL in is the phase-breaking length due to the inelas
scattering. The second energy scaleDc can be determined
4636 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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from Eq. ~1!. Because of the existence of the two ener
scales, the behavior of the system should depend on the
Dc /D t .5 Thus, only forDc /D t!1 andkT!D t is relation~1!
valid, andDc exhibits universal scaling behavior~in accor-
dance with the definition in Ref. 5, this is the case of a sh
range potential!. Otherwise, the width of the conductanc
peak grows linearly with temperature.5 However, for a short-
range potential, even if the universal scaling condition~1! is
fulfilled, the temperature dependence of the transition reg
is not universal, but depends on the inelastic scattering:

uE2Ecu;T2k, ~2!

with k5p/g, where p is the exponent of the scatterin
mechanism. Different physical situations and theoretical
proaches predict different temperature dependencies of
transition region:~a! k51/2g, if L in5(Dt in)

1/2, t in;T21

for diffusive transport,4 ~b! k52/g, if t in;T22 for Landau
electron-electron scattering mechanism in clean metals,2,6 ~c!
k5p/g, if t in;T2p for electron-phonon scattering mech
nism with p51 – 4, depending on the temperature a
magnetic-field range,4,7 and multifractality of the electron
wave function.7 In contrast to the case of the noninteracti
electrons, a quantum percolation model with Coulomb int
actions gives a dynamical scaling exponent equal to8

which leads to~d! k51/g. Finally, for hopping transport in
the short-range scattering case~e! k51/g has been
obtained.9 Early experiment of the temperature depende
of the transition between two Hall plateaus and the h
width of the diagonal resistancerxx demonstrated a ‘‘univer-
sal’’ exponentk50.4260.04.10 However, later it was found
thatk depends on the doping level, varying from 0.4 to 0.811

This nonuniversality of the critical exponent has been int
preted as interplay between different scattering mechanis6

or by the influence of the mobility on the electron-phon
scattering.7 More recently this nonuniversal behavior ofk
has been explained as a transition from a short-range
long-range potential regime. In this casel@1, so for realis-
tic temperatureskT@D t , and the width of the conductivity
peak grows linearly withT, which givesk'1 in relation
~2!.5 However, firm evidence is somewhat elusive, partly b
cause the temperature dependence only measures the
posite exponentk, and does not separate the interaction a
the percolation exponents.

The network model also implicates that the transition
tween different quantum Hall phases will result in
temperature-independent, universal value of the conducti
sxx5e2/2h at the critical percolation point.12 In a single-
electron picture this result can be traced to the fact that
neling gives an equal probability for moving along any eq
potential line connected by the saddle point, but it has a
been verified in the fractional quantum Hall regime,13 as well
as in Monte Carlo studies.14 The first correct estimation fo
the peak value and the ratio of two successive peaks b
on the quasiclassical approach has been done in Ref.
However, experimentally no evidence for this universal ch
acter of the magnetoresistance has been found, and inst
large variation between different samples~even from the
same wafer! has been found at low temperatures.10,16 In
some recent theoretical studies explanations have been
fered why the universality has not been observed. It has b
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suggested that the interaction between edge states belon
to different Landau levels can result in an effective levitati
of the energy levels.17,18 The temperature dependence of t
interaction would then shift the percolation point, so that
temperature-independent resistance value would be
served. In order to explain the absence of any universal
sistance value at very low temperatures, Ruzin, Cooper,
Halperin, have suggested that the cause may be small, m
roscopic inhomogeneities in the impurity potential.19

In view of these negative experimental results, and
theoretical propositions, we have studied the transition
tween different quantum Hall states, using a sample wit
gate-controlled array of antidots that creates a smooth,
mogeneous, artificial impurity potential. The general beh
ior of the magnetoresistance is similar to that of a quant
point contact, or a sample with a finger gate, in that a su
ciently large gate potential can reflect the edge state belo
ing to the highest Landau level, leading to a quantization
both the longitudinal resistance as well as the Hall resistan
In contrast to the normalRxx risers, the quantized resistanc
displays two percolation transitions instead of one. The on
of theRxx quantization on the low magnetic-field side corr
sponds to the percolation threshold as the Fermi level pa
the energy of the saddle points between the antidots, whe
the high-field transition is the same as that of the Hall plate
transition, when the Fermi level passes through the perc
tion energy for the unpatterned part of the sample. We fi
that the transitions to the quantized longitudinal resista
show evidence of energy levitation, which can be accoun
for by looking at the derivativedRxx /dB. Because the weak
levitation depends on the interaction between two ed
states, the present investigation seems to offer a path tow
measuringp and k ~and thusg! independently. From thes
measurements we conclude that electron-electron scatte
is responsible for the smearing of the localizatio
delocalization transition.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Two types of structures were investigated. The first co
sists of GaAs/Al12xGaxAs double quantum wells~well
width, 50 Å; barrier widths, 25 Å! with a 2DEG of density
ns5431011 cm2 and mobility 70– 1003103 cm2/V s. In
these, the small well and barrier widths lead to a large se
ration between the symmetric and asymmetric energy lev
approximately 6 meV higher than the Fermi level in t
structures (EF514.5 meV above the lowest level!. Hall mea-
surements and Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations show
only the lowest, symmetric level is occupied, and the beh
ior of the sample is identical to the behavior of a heteroju
tion 2DEG. Hall bars were patterned on the samples, us
conventional lithography and etching techniques. A late
superlattice@periodicity 0.4 mm ~sample A! and 0.5 mm
~sampleB!# containing a macroscopic number of antido
(105) was fabricated in the center of the device between
potentiometric probes, using electron-beam lithography
pattern the PMMA resist, which was then covered by a g
gate. The physical diameter of the antidots is 0.1mm. The
ballistic mean free path of 0.6–0.8mm, is larger than lattice
periodicity. The second type of sample was a single hete
structure with the same electron density but with higher m
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4638 PRB 58G. M. GUSEVet al.
bility (5003103 cm22/V s). This sample (C) has a disor-
dered antidot lattice with an average periodicity ofd
50.7mm and a mean deviation of the antidots from the p
riodical position of 0.2mm. Magnetotransport measuremen
were carried out in the mixing chamber of a dilution fridg
~T550 mK to 1 K!, using standard low-frequency lock-i
techniques at 6.7 Hz, and with an excitation current 10
and lower. A magnetic fieldB,15 T was applied normal to
the 2DEG plane.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Resistance quantization

With zero gate biasVg the samples reveal the usual qua
tum Hall effect. However, atT550 mK, when applying a
negative or positive gate voltage, the peaks in the longitu
nal resistanceRxx broaden at the low or high magnetic-fie
sides, respectively, and exhibits plateaus with the resista
minima close to zero between them. Figures 1~a!, 1~b!, and
1~c! show the dependence ofRxx andRxy on B for the three
different voltages for sampleA. The Rxx plateaus are quan
tized with the same accuracy as the quantum Hall plate
~the relative precision in our measurements is approxima
1023). For all the observed resistance plateaus, the trans
from zero to the quantized value has the same width a
width of the riser between two Hall plateaus at zero g
voltage. IncreasingVg results in a wider plateau. When me
suring the resistance as a function of gate voltage at a fi
magnetic field, one quantized plateau is observed for e
field ~Fig. 2!. The resistance starts to be quantized atVg
.0.1 V, for both positive or negative voltages, and rema
unchanged, until, at high negativeVg a dramatic, approxi-
mately exponential increase in the magnetoresistance is s
The threshold gate voltage for this increase is lower
higher magnetic fields. ForVg,21 V the resistance platea
as well as the Shubnikov oscillations are completely smea
out.

All observed plateaus have a resistance value equa
h/Le2, whereL is an integer specific for each plateau. T
maximum value ofL, which we found for the high-mobility
sample, is 20 for a negative gate voltage and 24 for a pos
Vg . It is possible to relate the integerL to the number of bulk
Landau levels, using the equation19

Rxx5h/Le25h/e2~N2M !/NM, ~3!

if we assume thatM is the number of levels transmitte
through the antidot lattice. It is then found thatM5N61 for
positive and negative voltages, respectively, if spin splitt
is resolved, andM5N62 for unresolved spin splitting
Thus, taking into account whether the spin-splitting is
solved or not, we have a situation where either all conduc
channels can pass the antidot lattice~for small Vg), one
channel is rejected from the lattice (uVgu sufficiently large to
form a plateau!, or all channels are rejected from the antid
lattice, and the sample turns into an insulator (Vg,21 V). It
is not possible to observe 2,3,4, . . . channels being rejected
This is verified when sweeping the gate voltage for a fix
field.

It is possible to give a qualitative interpretation of th
boxlike behavior of the resistance. For a negative gate v
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age, all edge states may pass the saddle points if the F
level lies close to the first unoccupied Landau level. This
equivalent to the picture for the quantum Hall effect in ma
roscopic samples with a smooth disordered potential, w
the Fermi level lies in between the bulk Landau levels. B
cause of the absence of any backscattering, longitudina
sistance is equal to zero. As the magnetic field is increa
the edge states around the antidots start to overlap, resu
in a nonzero probability of interedge state scattering. If
saddle point completely reflects the top Landau level~the
outer edge state around the antidots!, the situation is that
considered for the quantum point contact in Ref. 20. T
four-terminal resistance is determined by Eq.~3! for M5N
21 transmitted channels. A positive gate voltage crea
quantum dots under the gate contacts, so that the edge s
near the sample border move in the same direction as
edge states around the dot, and an inverted saddle poi
created. It leads to a situation similar to that of the antid

FIG. 1. Magnetoresistance and Hall resistance measuredT
550 mK for sampleA ~DQW with periodicity50.4mm), for three
different gate voltages.~a! Vg50 V, ~b! Vg520.7 V, ~c! Vg5
10.6 V.
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PRB 58 4639PERCOLATION NETWORK IN A SMOOTH ARTIFICIAL . . .
lattice. With no scattering between states,Rxx is equal to
zero. This time a decrease of the magnetic field leads
overlapping between the states and a strong mixing thro
the inverted saddle points near the sample border. This
ation has been considered by Hauget al. for the case of a
single thick barrier covering a macroscopic sample.21 They
find that for the positive voltageRxx5h/e2 (M2N)/NM,
whereM is the number of channels under the gated regi
Here, if the saddle points reflect one Landau level inside
the dot lattice, an additional state surrounds the lattice. Th
M5N11, in agreement with the experimental observatio

Because the topmost Landau level with an increase oB
passes the situation from an almost transparent to a nont
parent saddle point, we can use this fact to compare exp
mental results with a network model.1 As predicted in Ref. 1,
the percolation threshold is equivalent to a network wh
the transmission coefficients of each saddle point is equa
1
2. Thus, in the present case, percolation occurs when

EF2\vc~n1 1
2 !2 1

2gmB5eV0 , ~4!

whereEF is the Fermi energy at zero field,\vc is the Lan-
dau energy gap,V0 is a potential barrier between antidot
andgmB is the spin splitting. The situation can be compar
to that of a normal 2DEG, whereV0 is instead given by the
random impurity potential with a zero average value, so t
the percolation transition is exactly coincident with the ce
ter of the Landau level. In the case where the levels
spin-split one has to take into account that the positions
the levels in a strong magnetic field do not reflect the se
ration of the levels but their degeneracy, and the percola
transition occurs whenhB/e5ns . The energy separation be
tween the two last~spin resolved! is gmB. Thus, because th
degeneracy of the spin-split levels is a factor of 2 smaller,
percolation fieldBc is two times larger than for the last spin
unresolved levels as can be seen in Fig. 2.

B. Percolation transition

To study the influence of the inelastic processes on
percolation transition we have measured theT dependence o
the longitudinal resistance in the range of the magnetic fi
where a boxlike behavior is seen. Figure 3 showsRxx in the

FIG. 2. Magnetoresistance for sampleA, for a series of different
gate voltages,Vg50 ~narrow line!, 20.3 V ~thick line!, 20.5 V
~dots!, 20.75 V ~thick dashes!, and 21 V ~narrow dashes!, mea-
sured atT5100 mK.
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region of the transition between the second and last Lan
levels atVg50 ~a! andVg520.7 V ~b!. As seen from Fig.
3~a! the peak of the resistance at zero gate voltage does
assume a universal value as predicted by theory,2,12 but de-
pends on the temperature and shifts to a higher field.
plateau inRxx at Vg520.7 V @Fig. 3~b!# remains quantized
within the accuracy of the measurement forT;300 mK. At
higher temperatures it takes on a more rounded shape,
the peak resistance higher than the quantized value, w
also shifts to higherB. The temperature range for which th
plateau disappears, 300–800 mK, is much lower than
temperature range for which the quantum Hall effect va
ishes in these samples, indicating a different mechanism.
transition regions from zero to the quantized resistance
both the high magnetic-field and low magnetic-field sid
gets narrower for lower temperature. We should empha
that there is noT-independent points in either the high- o
low-field side of the transition region, contrary to the pred
tions for a percolation network. As mentioned above, b
cause the transmission coefficient for the topmost Lan
level passes from a value of 0 to 1, at some magnetic fie
is equal to1

2, at which point a network is formed. For an ide
square antidot lattice the resistance at this field should
Rxx5h/4e2. In the rectangular lattice employed in the e
periments the resistance is expected to beRxx'0.3h/e2, in
addition to the broadening of any broadening of the tran
tion point.

As will be discussed further on, the absence of the sig
ture of the percolation point may be due to scattering eve
In order to recover the percolation point, an analogy with
quantum Hall effect in a normal sample~without antidots! is
made. It has been demonstrated that the maximum of
resistance riser occurs for the same magnetic field as
maximum of the slopedRxy /dB.10,4 In the present situation
the longitudinal resistance plays the same role as does
mally the Hall resistance, attaining a finite quantized va

FIG. 3. Rxx as a function of magnetic field of sampleA, for
different temperaturesT5100 mK to 1 K. ~a! Vg50 V. ~b! Vg5
20.7 V.
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due to the transmission coefficients being exactly one or z
for the different Landau levels. We therefore suggest that
maximum of the slopedRxx /dB occurs at the percolation
point. Figure 4~a! showsdRxx /dB as a function ofB, calcu-
lated numerically for the curves shown in Fig. 4~b!. All
curves have been fitted by a Gaussian to determine the m
mum of dRxx /dB. It is seen that the maximum is shifted
higher B for higher temperatures. It occurs for a resistan
value close to the universal value 0.25h/e2. It is now pos-
sible to shift the curves, so that the maximum occurs at
same magnetic field~chosen as the field of the maximum
dRxx /dB at 50 mK!. The result of this shift is shown in Fig
4~b!, where, as a result of this renormalization, aT-
independent point is now recovered at the low magnetic-fi
side@curves at higher temperature with peaks higher than
quantized value also cross low-field transition at the sa
point, if the amplitude is normalized to the quantized val
but to avoid this double renormalization, they are not sho
in Fig. 4~b!#. We believe that theT-independent point con
structed with this procedure reflects the percolation transi
of the network formed by the edge states in the antidot
tential. With the same procedure aT-independent point is
also recovered for different gate voltages, withRmax varying
slightly between 0.3 and 0.22h/e2.

The magnetic-field shift~or energy shift! of the saddle
point for increasing temperature can be explained by the
crease of the scattering between electrons moving along
colation lines belonging to the highest Landau levelN
51) and theN52 electrons rotating along closed loop
around the potential hills~antidots!. This shift due to
Landau-level mixing of delocalized states, dubbed ‘‘we
levitation,’’ has been predicted recently.17,18 The effective

FIG. 4. ~a! dRxx /dB vs B for sampleA and for different tem-
peratures,T5100 mK to 1 K. The thick solid lines are Gaussian fi
to the curves. ~b! ‘‘Renormalized’’ Rxx vs B for T
5100– 500 mK. The renormalization process is described in
text. The point ofdRxx /dBmax as found from~a! is marked in the
figure with an arrow.
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change of the saddle barrier potential originates from
possibility for electrons to scatter through closed loops, th
bypassing the barrier~Fig. 5!. The sign of the deviation de
pends on the topology of the network. In the present c
there areN51 delocalized andN52 localized states, which
according to the model, produce a downward shift of t
barrier,17 in agreement with our observation. In simple term
the scattering of an electron to an internal trajectory rotat
around the antidots decreases the probability of scatte
through the saddle point to the other border of the sam
To compensate this scattering, it is necessary to increase
magnetic field, and therefore the percolation threshold
shifted to the higher field. It seems reasonable that this
viation of the barrier is easier to see in the present lattice
hills than in a conventional Hall bar without antidots, whe
scattering by impurities is dominant. In a smooth impur
potential close to the percolation transition there can
semiclassical electron orbits around both hills and valle
pulling the delocalized states in opposite ways, and resul
in a smaller shift than for the antidot lattice. This may be t
case of the resistance risers forVg50 @Fig. 3~a!, see also
Ref. 10#, which are shifted towards higherB with tempera-
ture; however, because the value of maximum resistance
increases, it is not possible to draw any firm conclusio
whether this shift is connected with ‘‘levitation’’ effects.

The weak levitation model gives the shift of the sadd
point height approximately asdE;a2g, where a2 is the
coupling constant between two Landau levels, andg is the
characteristic parameter of the saddle point potential i
high magnetic field.17 Figure 6~a! shows the experimenta
shift of the last plateau with temperature for different valu
of gate voltage. The strong temperature dependence of
shift can be interpreted as the temperature dependence o
coupling constanta2. Inelastic electron scattering mech
nisms can be responsible for the transition of the electr
between different semiclassical trajectories in a high m
netic field. As was mentioned above, the change in the tra
mission probability (DT) through the saddle point is com
pensated by the scattering from the percolation level to
internal trajectory situated around an antidot:DT;Dm/m
;t/t in , wherem is the chemical potential of the topmo
level, andt is the time for one electron to move along equ

e

FIG. 5. Schematic illustration of the current paths through
antidot lattice. Two edge states are marked with solid lines. A p
sible electron path through the lattice is marked with a dashed l
where scattering events are indicated by a cross.
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PRB 58 4641PERCOLATION NETWORK IN A SMOOTH ARTIFICIAL . . .
potential line from one saddle point to another. In the pres
caset;l/vdr , wherevdr5(c/eB)u0 /l is the drift velocity,
andu0 andl are the typical value and the correlation leng
of the smooth random potential. It should be noted that in
antidot latticeu0 can be larger than in a system dominated
the impurity potential, where it is equal to the Landau-lev
broadening and of the order of 1 meV. From this equat
we obtainDT;dE/g;t/t in , so

a2;t/t in . ~5!

In order to estimate the absolute value of the deviation of
saddle barrier the parameterg has to be known. A typica
value ofg can be determined from quantized resistance m
surements at zero field~the parameter of the saddle potent
vy54.3 meV).22 At B57 T this gives 0.5 meV. Transform
ing the magnetic-field shift atT51 K from the experiment a
Vg520.7 V into an energy shift givesdE5(DB/B)gmB
50.08 meV, and hence a coupling constant in the orde
0.15. This value is smaller than unity, as prescribed by
weak levitation model. The results for the resistance plat
of h/4e2 (M54, N52; see Fig. 1! where no shift in the
percolation transition was found is also consistent with
model. For this plateau the energy gap ishvc , and the shift
in the percolation thresholdDB5dE B/\vc is much smaller
than the shift measured between theN51 andN52 levels,
even if the energy shift is the same.

FIG. 6. ~a! Experimental shift of the plateau corresponding
the n51↔n52 scattering, as a function of temperature. Squa
represent the shift for the gate voltageVg520.7 V; triangles,Vg

520.5 V; and circles,Vg520.3 V. The dashed and solid line
indicatesT2 andT3 dependencies.~b! Dependence of the slope o
the resistance riser in the transition point between zero and
quantized value, as a function of temperature. Squares,Vg5
20.7 V; triangles,Vg520.5 V; circles,Vg520.3 V.
nt
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Figure 6 shows theT dependence of the percolation tra
sition shift, which is interpreted as the temperature dep
dence of the coupling constantDB;a2;1/t in . In this case
t in;T222T23. To compare the absolute value of the sc
tering time, the parametersu0510 meV, andl50.1mm
have been used. We estimatet in'4.4310211 s at T51 K.
Two types of the inelastic scattering mechanism may be
sponsible for the mixing between levels: electron-elect
(e-e) and electron-phonon (e-p) scattering. For a smooth
random potential (l@l ) e-e scattering has been calculate
in Ref. 23~for T50) ande-p scattering in Refs. 6, 7, and 2
~for T50).

Let us first consider thee-p interaction. It is not clear
how to compare the scattering calculations of Refs. 6 an
with the measurements; we have instead used the resul
Ref. 24. The scattering rate for the dominant piezoelec
mechanism is given by24

1/te-p5A~vdr /vs!
2~1/\V!0.86TT1.86, ~6!

wherevs is the sound velocity,\V52pu0(l /l)2, andA is
a coefficient containing only material parameters. The te
perature dependence 1/te-p;T21.86 is close to the observed
behavior. We estimatete-p'10211 s, a smaller value than
what is obtained in the experiments. However, this m
rather be a reflection of the approximate nature of the e
mation.

The e-e scattering rate has been calculated forT50, and
is given for electrons with only a small energy« above the
Fermi energy by23

1/tB5~1/tD!~«/DB!, ~7!

whereDB5u0(1/l)1/2 and 1/tD5(e2/l )2/DB . Naively, one
can assume that for thermal electrons«'kT, in which case
tB;T21, which does not agree with the experimental dep
dence. Furthermore, an extremely small value oftB55
310213 s atT51 K (tB!t;d/vdr) is obtained, even if it is
assumed that thee-e interaction is screened, and reasona
values for the parameters,u0510 meV andl50.1mm, are
used. Such a small value does not agree with measurem
using an electron interferometer in a high magnetic fie
where an inelastic scattering time of 10210 s has been
obtained.25 However, this naive inclusion of a temperatu
dependence may not be valid, and further theoretical ca
lations, which explicitly take into account theTÞ0 case,
may be necessary before a proper comparison with the
perimental data can be done.

Recently, another picture of the dynamical scaling at
quantum Hall effect transition was suggested.26 It has been
argued that away from the transition point transport is g
erned by Coulomb blockade effect, because in this c
2DEG can be modeled as a dense array of the conne
quantum dots. Assuming the new scale length, which is
sponsible for the temperature smearing of the QHE tra
tion, authors obtained for the scattering rate the transitio

\/t in;T2/Tc , Tc;~e2/« l !2\/G.

One notes here that the temperature dependence of the
tering time due to the Coulomb interactions is close to
observed behavior, in contrast to Eq.~7!. It is difficult to
estimate the Coulomb interaction term in a strong magn
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field. Naively, to use parameters for 2DEG we obtaine2/« l
'10 meV, which is larger thanG'1 meV, and we should
observe a breakdown of the integer QHE. The scatte
time in this case is equal to 1029c, smaller than the experi
mental value. Assuming, that the screening parameter in
strong magnetic field is different fromB50 ande2/« l;G
'1 meV, we obtaint in510211 s, which is close to observe
value. Thus, we are not able to definitely determine
mechanism that can play an important role in the inela
transition in strong magnetic fields and at low temperatu
Additional arguments obviously are needed to demonst
the role of the electron-electron scattering mechanism i
strong magnetic field. Below we show these arguments.

The dominant mechanism should also be responsible
the broadening of the percolation transition in samples w
antidots~here we do not consider electron scattering by el
tromagnetic fluctuations!.2,27 Figure 6~b! shows the depen
dence of the slope of the resistance riser in the transi
point between zero and the quantized value at different g
voltages. The slope of the riser can be described by Eq.~2! as
for the energy of the percolation transition,4,10 with a critical
exponentk50.460.1, in agreement with other experimen
for the transition between different Hall plateaus.10 This
‘‘universal’’ value would indicate that the potential is sho
range, and thusDc /D t!1 andkT!D t , as discussed in the
Introduction. The second inequality comes about sinceD t
'u0(l /l)2, and even thoughl@l ~for the antidot poten-
tial! D t'1.2 K atB57 T. On the other hand, if the magnet
length is smaller than the correlation length of the rand
potential, the percolation level should be broadened du
the finite width of the electron compressible stripes.28 Very
recently, it was argued that a charge density wave~CDW!
can be a ground state of the Landau level.29 In this case the
narrow transition may be due to CDW pinning in a smoo
potential. In this case there will only be a single electr
edge state around the antidots in the percolation netw
which agrees with the experiments. Using a value ofp'2, as
extracted from the dependence of the saddle-point magn
field shift ~Fig. 5! in the case of electron-phonon scatteri
@case~c! above#, a value ofk50.86 is obtained, which doe
not agree with the direct experimental determination ofk.
This apparent contradiction is resolved if the dynamic sc
ing exponentz51. This exponent is equal to the releva
dimensionality of the system,30 and a unity value would im-
3
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he
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or
h
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n
te

to

k,

ic-

l-

ply that the scattering timet in;L in , rather thant in;L in
2 . z

51 has previously been obtained in dynamic scaling exp
ments where the quantum Hall effect has been measure
microwave frequencies,31 and suggests that the carrier tran
port through one-dimensional edge states determine the
mensionality of the broadening mechanism. The valuez51
has also been reported in a theoretical study for interac
electrons,8 in contrast with the resultsz52 for the noninter-
acting case. It is not clear thatg is not changed by Coulomb
interactions; however, it has been suggested that the netw
model1 is also valid for interacting particles.8

As we mentioned above, recently it was argued26 that two
independent processes with energy transfer—dephasing
tering @scattering rate is of orderT ~Ref. 27!# and inelastic
scattering~scattering rate behaves asT2)—lead to the differ-
ent effects. Phase breaking time is responsible for the cor
tions to the critical conductivity~in our case they are negli
gibly small!. The smearing of the percolation transition
controlled by charging effects and, consequently by inela
e-e scattering. It leads to the temperature exponent withz
51 in accordance with our experiment. It arises from t
fact thatt in

21;DL in
22. In this case we can conclude that th

scattering mechanism that can be responsible for the mix
of Landau levels and shift of the transition point ise-e scat-
tering. Fore-p scatteringt in;L in and we cannot explain the
critical exponent in the localization-delocalization transitio

CONCLUSION

In summary, the present experiment has allowed fo
separation of the exponentp ~the temperature dependence
the inelastic scattering rate!, and the exponentk of the tem-
perature broadening of quantum Hall transitions. The form
has been obtained from the shift of the saddle point with
temperature, and the latter from the slope of the resista
delocalization transition. The measurements indicate t
electron-electron scattering is responsible for the mixing
tween edge states around antidots and smearing of the
sition.
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